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1 Context

Clustering is an unsupervised learning method that seeks to partition data into similar groups. In
the multivariate case, the clustering method only infers a row partition, whereas coclustering [6] infers
simultaneously one row-partition and one column-partition. The resulting partition is composed of
homogeneous blocks. To address the coclustering problem, the authors [5] introduced the Latent Block
Model (LBM). This model assumes the presence of hidden block components such that all the elements
belonging to the same block are drawn independently from the same distribution.

Coclustering assumes that the row-partition is shared along all the variables, when this is not the
case, coclustering is not convenient. Multiple clustering omits this assumption by inferring a column-
partition and a single row-partition for each column-partition. Authors in [4] proposed a functional
parametric multiple clustering model designed to deal with multivariate time series. The parametric
model-based methods assume that the true number of clusters is known a priori. This assumption is
generally not satisfied in practice. Model selection strategies are performed to estimate the best number
of clusters. However, the number of possible models is enormous even for a small number of blocks.
Consequently, an exhaustive search is not feasible.

Bayesian Non-Parametric (BNP) modeling allows the automation of the components number estima-
tion, which is performed during the inference by making a prior distribution over the model parameters.
A BNP extension of the LBM (NPLBM) has been introduced in [7], this model makes two separate prior
on the proportions and a prior on the block component distribution.

Multi-Coclustering [3] is a Bayesian non-parametric block structure model that combines two ideas,
one idea from multi-clustering by grouping variables with the same row-partition, and a second idea
from coclustering by applying a specific NPLBM structure to each column cluster. Multi-Coclustering
is efficient for multiview data clustering, however, it is highly time-consuming.

Recently, more and more parallel processing techniques and frameworks are coming are implemented
and used in many areas, the most popular frameworks are MapReduce [2] and Spark [8]. MapReduce
is one of the most popular solutions for big data processing [1], in particular, due to its automatic
management of parallel execution in computing clusters. Initially proposed in [2], it was popularized by
Hadoop [1], an open-source implementation. Apache Spark [8] is also an open-source computing cluster
framework that was initially developed by a research group from the University of California, Berkeley,
to deal with the problems that can not be handled by MapReduce. Spark introduces multi-stage in-
memory primitives that overcome disk bottlenecks and provide performance up to 100 times faster for
certain applications.
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2 Objectives

The main purpose of this internship is to propose a distributed implementation of Multi-Coclustering
using Spark. The first research directions might be:

• Study the current state-of-the-art, with a focus on distributed model-based unsupervised learning,
clustering.

• Propose an implementation for Bayesian non-parametric LBM (NPLBM) which is the second layer
of Multi-Coclustering.

• Propose an implementation for the multi-clustering layer which is the first layer of Multi-Coclustering.

• Propose a complete distributed implementation of Multi-Coclustering by combining the two dis-
tributed layers.

3 Requirements and skills

• End of engineering degree, M2 in data science, statistics, artificial intelligence, or computer science.

• Excellent understanding of machine learning basics, particularly probabilistic models.

• Excellent programming skills, especially with Python and Scala/Spark.

• Comfort turning ideas into code.

4 Internship information

Internship location and duration

The internship will take place in the computer science lab (Laboratoire d’Informatique de Paris Nord -
LIPN) located at Université Sorbonne Paris Nord, for a duration of 6 months.

Supervisor team

• Reda Khoufache1,2

• Mustapha Lebbah1

• Hanane Azzag2

How to apply

To apply, simply attach:

• Your current Curriculum Vitae (CV).

• Your motivation for the position.

• Your latest university transcripts.

Send it all by email to: mlresearch.internship@gmail.com

The internship may lead to a PHD position.

1DAVID Lab, UVSQ, Université de Paris Saclay
2LIPN UMR 7030, Université Sorbonne Paris Nord
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